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How to be an App millionaire
By Rob Waugh

Last updated at 12:02 AM on 5th June 2011

Once the internet was the new Wild West. Then came the
'app'  -  and now anyone can have any idea for sale in the
digital high street within days. Here, app entrepreneurs tell
YOU how to do it (and Rob Waugh explains how not to...)

On any bus in Britain, it's obvious that apps have captured an entire market

The first thing you should know about making a fortune from computer programming is that computer
programmers run on coffee. It’s well- known. Which is why I began my first foray into creating a mobile-
phone app by waking up VERY early – antisocial hours are also de rigueur – putting on a pot of filter Kenya
Peaberry, and setting to work. 

By 9am, I was sitting next to an empty filter coffee pot and in front of two brand-new apps ready for an airing
on my Samsung Galaxy S, which uses Google Android software. I am now a paid-up member of the new
digital gold rush sweeping Britain, the one that has swept up everyone from City lawyers to bin men, and
made a few of them fortunes, many of them handy incomes in excess of £100,000 a year. And some very
little indeed.
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To be clear: an app – or application – is a piece of software built to perform one function, such as sending
emails or playing a game, and is separate from ‘system software’, such as Windows or Android. The current
‘app revolution’ is built mostly on selling cheap, downloadable apps to iPhones and Android phones, but also
to PCs. The app can be a one-touch route to a train timetable, or popular game like the No 1 app, Angry
Birds, or a newspaper website, or a dating service. A typical cost is 59p, paid through an existing account
such as the Apple store, though many are free or have free ‘lite’ versions.

On any bus in Britain, it’s obvious that apps have captured an entire market. Instead of being buried in Stieg
Larsson or JK Rowling, commuters hold iPhones and Android handsets horizontally – and people engrossed
in the latest app have become a terrifying hazard on any city-centre pavement.
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As an app creator, you don't need financial backers, venture capitalists or even a
publisher

Some are all-conquering. Angry Birds has been downloaded a staggering 200 million times. The biggest
selling album of all time, Michael Jackson’s Thriller, only sold 110 million; the biggest cinema film by ticket
sales, Gone With The Wind, managed 202 million. Angry Birds will overtake that within weeks, becoming the
most popular entertainment product of all time. Gamers are playing Angry Birds in excess of three million
hours a day, every day.

And crucially, anyone can join in with their own app. The fact that I am now part of the revolution shows how
extraordinarily accessible it is. Launch my first coffee-fuelled app, created on a very simple and completely
free design package called App Inventor, and a picture of my face appears, speckled in blue paint. 

If you press on my face, it says, ‘Hello, I’m Rob’. Using another application, Game Creator, I started to build
a game where the same image is dotted around the screen, surrounded by bombs. Click my face, you win,
click the bomb, you lose.

No, not exactly Angry Birds. But it’s real, and it just about works. Most importantly, I could, if I wanted, put it
on sale immediately – and start making money immediately, were anyone remotely interested. (I haven’t
actually released it yet – I’m not sure I could cope with the rejection...) 

As an app creator, you don’t need financial backers, venture capitalists or even a publisher. Apple’s App
Store and Android’s Market offer you the way to sell. The handsets in people’s pockets provide the demand.
All you have to do is provide the idea.

To put my admittedly humble design achievement in context, I have not written a single line of computer
code since using BBC Basic at school. App Inventor is like designing a digital jigsaw where you click
together different buttons and screens to create objects that behave in different ways, the building blocks of
games. It’s a product from Google Labs, the company’s ‘mad scientist’ division, and is designed to help
people with no computer training join the app revolution. Sites such as GameSalad and Game Creator do
the same.

If your idea is good enough, you can simply offer a programmer a share of the profits in exchange for
working it up into a saleable format. The idea is the gold dust, though. Without it, one programming veteran
says, an app creation kit such as App Inventor is ‘like handing someone a video camera and expecting them
to make Avatar’.

Celebrity fans can propel you to riches. Stephen Fry’s adoption of the spoken-Twitter app Audioboo helped
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its creators make £200,000 a year.

Simple ideas often work best: Awareness, an app that allows headphone users to hear ‘through’ music to
prevent car accidents, earned more than £200,000 for its British creators. Other apps make as little as £200.
On Android, it seems particularly brutal – recent research shows 80 per cent of their paid apps sell less than
100 copies. But with 500,000 on Apple’s App Store, there are more apps available now than there have
been games for every computer system in history – because all you need is a PC, an idea, and some time.

Some are calling this a rebirth of the DIY home-computing revolution that put Britain at the centre of the
technological world in the Eighties, so it’s no surprise that a generation of programmers – trained and
untrained – are trying to cash in. We spoke to a dozen or so of these entrepreneurs to ask how they did it,
from idea and design to sales and marketing, so you can too.

Perhaps the best bit of advice should come first though: what Tomb Raider creator Ian Livingstone, an
industry legend who’s now behind app advertising company Appatyze, told me. ‘For every Angry Birds,’ he
said, ‘there are a whole lot of dead birds out there.’

STEP 1: THE IDEA
Time required From one ‘eureka!’ second
upwards. The hugely successful Angry Birds was
the 52nd game developed by Rovio. Most app
developers fail several times before they succeed.

Developer Mark Rock

App Audioboo

Downloads 1.4 million

Format iPhone/iPad, Android, Nokia Ovi

Price Free

What it does Lets users record and publish  ‘Tweet’-style voice messages

‘Audioboo became the germ of an idea when my mother died and I realised I’d never hear her voice again.
The mobile app was designed to capture the narrative of people’s lives in audio form. It was our first mobile
app, first consumer proposition and first foray into audio. Our lack of knowledge about the area we were
launching in was probably our biggest asset. Within three weeks journalists were using it to report from the
protests at the G20 Summit in London and we’ve just grown from then.’



Developer Rob Shoesmith

App Problem Halved

Downloads 10,000

Format iPhone/iPad

Price £1.19

What it does Solve problems by social networking

‘I was in a rut working as a bin man. I was browsing the App Store and came across an app called App
Incubator by a company called MEDL Mobile that allows users to pitch ideas for iPhone apps. If the people
at MEDL like your idea they pay full development costs and give you 25 per cent of any profits generated.
Over a period of two weeks I must have sent in 30 ideas. I got an email back to say they were interested in
Problem Halved. It was actually one of the first ideas I submitted.’

Developer Malcolm Barclay

App London Tube Deluxe

Downloads 380,000

Format iPhone/iPad

Price 59p

What it does Journey planner and provider of real-time updates about London Underground services.

‘I first thought of tracking the status of London Underground trains after being caught at Camden Town Tube
station. The Northern Line had gone down and I was stranded. It annoyed me so much that I didn’t have a
simple app on my then first-generation iPhone to tell me this. I thought, ‘Surely someone has to write an app
for this.’ Then I thought, ‘Hey,  I am a programmer! Why don’t I just write it?’ I set about it the next day.’



Developer Robert Follis

App Awareness

Downloads 50,000

Format iPhone/iPad

Price £1.19

What it does Allows external sounds to come through the headphones while listening to music

‘The idea of Awareness came from reading about runners and joggers being killed in traffic accidents while
wearing headphones and lost in their music. We knew we could do something technological to help. We
have two audio engineers who’ve been working in music since computers hit the recording studio – but it
was iPhone 4, with its built-in mic and multi-tasking, that made Awareness possible.’

Developer Nick Kuh

App Tap To Chat 2

Downloads 500,000

Format iPhone/iPad

Price 59p

What it does Instant messaging app for Facebook and Google Talk contacts

‘I met my business partner Chris Ross at the Brighton iPhone Creators group in November last year. The
collaboration was agreed over a coffee. We took a good look at all the competition and realised they were all
very similar. None met the main requirements of the average ‘chatter’: keep it simple and visual. This
became the focus of Tap to Chat before a single line of code was written: create a powerful but very simple-
to-use chat app.’ 



STEP 2: MAKING THE APP
Time required A few hours to several months.

Equipment PC/Mac, Android or iPhone handset

Subscription Developing Android apps is free, Apple apps charges a £59 a year developer licence.

Developer Oli Christie

App Flick Football

Downloads 3.7 million

Format iPhone/iPad

Price 59p

What it does Shooting game – swipe your finger over the screen to curve the ball around the wall

‘We needed a variety of different people with different skills to make this game. I had none myself – just a
sketch of an idea. I had been a copywriter in a previous life, so I wrote all the commentator’s comments, all
the copy that pops up when you share the app with a friend via Facebook or Twitter or email. The design of
the Flick Football app was the part that took the longest to crack. I found a developer to programme it – but
his ‘pay’ was that he became a partner. We then hired a designer, a 3D artist when we needed one, and got
a friend to do the voiceovers. None of us worked in the same office – we all worked from home and stayed
in touch via the net.’

Developer Phil Lethbridge

App Zombie Pong



Downloads None, pending release (July 7)

Format iPhone

Price 59p

What it does Cartoon zombie game

‘I decided to see if I could write a game without learning a single line of computer code – and it’s about 25
per cent finished already. I use a software package called GameSalad that lets you assemble a game almost
like a jigsaw, without having to learn any computer code. I spend about three hours a night on it, and I’ve
been working for months. Every time I touch it, I find something else I’ve forgotten – I wouldn’t have been
able to do it without internet forums. When I get stuck, I ask for help – and there’s a lot of guys out there,
working on apps with GameSalad, who’ve been a huge help.’ 

Developer Tom Hill

App Journeywatch

Downloads 13,000

Formats iPhone/iPad, Nokia Ovi

Price Free

What it does Network of support and advice for intrepid travellers

How long it would take to set up was worked out in meetings with the app developers – an Asian company I
contacted. The process took about six weeks from start to finish. The costs were reduced by developing in
Asia. It would have been difficult to develop on a start-up budget in the UK given the relatively high costs.
The entire process – developing more than one app and creating a website (journeywatch.com) to back
them up – has been a bit like climbing a mountain. Once you scale one peak you see higher peaks before
you – and then you realise you are nowhere near the top.’ 



Developer Ben Tattersley

App Tumblbox

Downloads 1,000 +

Format WebOS

Price 70p

What it does Lets you update blogs on  the move

I’m only 17, and Tumblbox was the first ever app I designed. Anyone can use existing web design or
development skills to write apps for webOS. That’s why I chose it. When I heard that they were releasing a
software developer’s kit I immediately joined the developer programme. It’s free – you can submit apps at no
charge. All you need is a text editor and you can start working. To anyone who wants to create their own
application, I’d say give it a try. It costs nothing but your time and you will end up with a very useful and
portable skill set.

'To anyone who wants to create their own app, I'd say give it a try. It costs nothing but
your time,' said Ben Tattersley (Tumblbox)

Developer Charmain  Ponnuthauri

App London On A Plate



Downloads None, app pending release

Format iPhone/iPad

Price £3.99

What it does Restaurant reviews/locator for of the capital, as well as recipes

‘I first thought London On A Plate would work as a book idea. I spent 18 months trawling the doors of
publishers and had no luck. Then after an agent suggested I make it an app, I tried to find online publishers,
but then by chance a friend introduced me to a developer, and we exchanged his development skills for
shares in the company, and then this led to a small seed loan from a friend. From there we made a
partnership with the concierge company Quintessentially, who manage our shopping pages.

STEP 3: SUBMIT YOUR APP
Time required Between one and two weeks.

Requirements For Apple, you must specify what devices the app is designed for and the lowest firmware
requirement (ie, the earliest operating system it will run on). Obscene content will not be accepted. Because
you can install apps to Android devices from websites, as well as Android Market, there is no strict
submission process – although Google takes action against apps that damage or control Android devices.

Malcolm Barclay (London Tube Deluxe) ‘Apple are very easy to work with once you know how the system
works. They are generally very fair; if your app is rejected, they tell you why. The system is geared toward
the customer; they think a lot about the end user and making things easy for them. It’s key to their success.’

Developer Jon Hamblin

App Say What You See: The Collection

Downloads 500,000+

Format iPhone/iPad

Price 59p

What it does A visual puzzle game.

‘The submission process is a quality-control mechanism that Apple has to ensure all apps are of a sufficient
quality, although with several thousand apps going through the process every day, they can’t possibly test
for every eventuality. When you submit, you also have to set certain criteria: what devices you want the app
to work on, the firmware requirement and, importantly, the release date. When we submitted our App to
Apple, the programmer forgot to specify the release date, which meant it suddenly launched into the App



Store ahead of schedule. That was annoying, but not a disaster. What was a disaster was that he’d set the
target firmware incorrectly, so people whose devices weren’t technically capable of playing the game were
allowed to download it, resulting in a lot of extremely cross customers. The fix took minutes. Then we had to
submit it all over again...’

STEP 4: PR AND MARKETING
Methods Apple Store promotions, Twitter campaigns, Facebook sites, ‘launch evenings’

Cost From free – to near-limitless amounts of champagne and canapes to journalists...

Mark Rock (Audioboo) ‘We were lucky because we managed to have a Twitter chat with Stephen Fry
during development and he became a beta [test] user. That’s the kind of digital gold dust that money can’t
buy. He’s currently posting audioboo messages from the set of QI most nights. We had no cash for
marketing  or PR, so social networks became our channels for getting the word out. And our users became
quite passionate about the app, so it sold itself.’

Malcolm Barclay (London Tube Deluxe) ‘The best thing Apple can do for you as a developer is promote
your app in iTunes – it will send sales into the stratosphere. When my Tube app was promoted in the US
store it went from well outside the top 100 in the travel section to number two, and this for an app that is
only useful in London.’

Rob Shoesmith (Problem Halved) ‘Without editorial exposure it’s very difficult for apps to get noticed. I
knew that working as a bin man while developing an app was going to make for a good story so I spent
three months researching suitable media to share my experience with. I spent roughly 30 hours a week for
those three months planning the media campaign. You need a good app and a great marketing campaign.’  

Minecraft has earned £20m in one year. 'I never expected it to do this well,' said Markus
Persson

STEP 5: MAKING MONEY



Setting purchase price Paid or free? Many apps have a ‘lite’ free version, which allows users to upgrade
to  a ‘full’ paid-for version later.

In-app purchase Games such as Angry Birds allow you to pay 59p to skip levels. 

Advertising In-game advertising can be a huge source of revenue, particularly in apps that work  inside
Facebook.

Developer Markus ‘Notch’ Persson

App Minecraft

Downloads Over nine million

Format PC/iPhone (upcoming) /Android (upcoming)

Price £14.99

What it does Game in which players create, then defend, a landscape out of blocks

‘When I started work on Minecraft, I expected it to be about six to 12 months of work, and that it might
hopefully earn enough money to fund development of the next game, whatever that would be. I never
expected it to do this well (Minecraft has earned £20 million in one year) and I’m trying to learn as much as I
can from the success. I had recently quit my job as a game developer to be able to focus more on indie
game development during my free time, and I was looking for a new game to develop by myself. I built
Minecraft as I went along – I make sure to play the game a lot, and I’ve built my share of towers, and
flooded my share of caves. If something ever doesn’t feel fun, I’ll remove it. If it’s no fun, I’ll redesign it. Once
sales start dying and a minimum time has passed, I will release the game source code for free so others can
develop it further.’ 

Developers Barry Petrie and David Hamilton

App Bloons TD4



Downloads Over five million

Format iPhone/iPad

Price £1.79

What it does Balloon-popping game,  with monkeys

‘Our company spawned out of a university project called Babygrow – a Tamagotchi-style game nurturing a
digital baby. We juggled day jobs for four years while designing our first games. It meant we worked around
70 hour weeks but we were finally able to go full time when we started getting into the iPhone, as we were
no longer reliant on publishers to get us to market. As well as the hard work, don’t think you’re going to
create one app or game then become rich overnight. It is a really competitive market and although the
opportunities for becoming an overnight millionaire are still in existence, the odds are stacked against you. If
you can create a quality product, though, then there is money to be made. And who knows, if you start to
gather fans for your game then number two, three… ten may be the one that sets you up for life.’

Nick Kuh (Tap To chat) ‘Once our original version of Tap To Chat was bringing in about £5,000 per month
we both agreed to book in a two-week, intensive block of time to build the next version. The toughest part of
the market is probably user-expectation. It’s amazing and strange that you can pick up a mobile app that
could potentially change the way you communicate with your friends for less than a can of lemonade. It can
be hard when you have people demanding you justify why they should spend 59p on your software, when
they are sending said demands from their email account on a £600 tablet. Tap To Chat has generated about
£30,000 in the five months it has been in the App Store. We are aiming to at least double or triple our
monthly revenue with Tap To Chat 2. The exciting thing about the current mobile climate is that the barrier
of entry – especially for Apple – is the cost of a machine and a £59 developer licence. Combine that with a
great idea and  a great implementation, and suddenly you could be selling millions of copies all over the
world and sailing off into the sunset on a shiny new yacht.’

Developer Matthew Rosenfeld

App Solo Synthesiser

Download More than 100,000

Format iPhone/iPad

Price Free (paid upgrades available)

What it does Create unique sounds and play music

‘By putting money aside when I was an employee elsewhere, we started out self-funded. It meant there
weren’t publishers or investors wandering in and saying: ‘We’ve been reading all about this “iMyFaceVille”
thing, we think you should do stuff more like that.’ Also, it turned out to be good practice for the economic
downturn. Nowadays the company, Wooji Juice, is funded by people buying the stuff we already finished. I’m
a big fan of this because it keeps us pointing in the same direction as the people who use/play our apps and
games. With some developers, all they’re really trying to do is build the company up to sell it. But then their
‘customer’ isn’t the person buying their app, it’s the stock market. 



'Our customers, the people we think about when we’re designing new products, are people who use our
apps or play our games. We do what I call ‘stepping-stone’ development. A lot of people quit their jobs
because they have a magnum opus ‘dream project’ they never got to make at their day jobs. The whole
company lives or dies by its success, so you’re on for a hugely stressful six-year gamble. It’s harder now for
tiny developers like Wooji Juice to shine against giant corporations with big advertising budgets and a
scorched-earth policy. So we’re not in the same Lottery-winning category of success as Minecraft’s Notch,
but not starving either.’

Oli Christie (Flick Football) ‘My company Neon Play was launched in June 2010 with the aim of becoming
the No 1 independent mobile games studio in the UK. In under a year, we’ve launched over 32 iPhone and
iPad games, with 18 million downloads of both free and paid apps. We have had six UK No 1 games,
including Flick Football, Paper Glider and Traffic Panic. We are now starting to make games for Android,
Nokia, Windows and BlackBerry devices. I privately financed the start-up of Neon Play from savings and this
has now been paid back within a year. The temptation is to read about Angry Birds and Doodle Jump and
think ‘I could do that’. Of course, there are bedroom developers who have had that lucky break and a big hit,
but it is very hard. Even hardened games companies are struggling to make an impression on Apple’s App
Store. Don’t give up your day job yet.’

STEP 6: REFINING THE PRODUCT
Time required An update can take one minute, a complete
rethink two months.

Developer Alex Fleetwood

App Boardgame Remix

Download 22,000

Format iPhone/iPad

Price £2.99

What it does Creates new games out of old classics

‘Reach is vital, and a great game that’s trying to build an audience from scratch is going to struggle. So let’s
say you conquer that, and you make a brilliant game that’s immediately popular, that’s still not enough. 
Even those apps that do have great success tend to have very short shelf-lives in terms of sales. If you look
at app chart positions, most fall away very quickly. Engaging with your customers, releasing updates and
new versions, and giving away content will mobilise your customer base and give you a shot at longevity.’



'Downloads were slow at first on the Monday... then by the following Tuesday we were
at No 1,' said Jon Hamblin (Say What You See)

Jon Hamblin (Say What You See) ‘A fan emailed to ask us why we’d created such a compromised app. It
turned out that he was also a programmer. We got chatting, and he offered to fix the app for us, but on one
condition – we rip the entire thing up and start again. It was a painful decision, but in the end we decided to
do it. For two months, he and I worked on the app, slowly rebuilding it. 

'We added some new features, tweaked the thing to within an inch of its life, and then tested, tested, tested.
We released the app on a Monday, and downloads were slow at first. Then we started shooting up the
charts. 

'By the following Tuesday, we were the No 1 free app on the App Store, with over 50,000 downloads a day. 

'By the following Tuesday, we’d broken 500,000 downloads and were making thousands of pounds a day
from the paid-for version. We’d done it.’ 

Additional reporting by Rob Temple and Simon Munk
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GAME REVIEWS

Virtua Tennis 4 (PS3)
The reason you'll find Virtua Tennis 4 so familiar is the lack of any huge progression in the basic game- play. Nothing much
seems to have changed since Virtua Tennis 2.
 
Portal 2 (PS3)
At its heart, Portal 2 is a simple game, being a series of rooms full of puzzles that become more fiendishly difficult as you
progress.
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Ben 10 - Cosmic Destruction (PS3)
This latest instalment in the franchise sees Ben travel round the world collecting artefacts in an attempt to fend off a mysterious
'cosmic storm'.
 
Crysis 2 (PS3)
The action in Crysis 2 takes place in the urban jungle. Once again, the stunning visuals remains one of the key features of this
hugely impressive first person shooter.
 
Move Heroes (PS3)
With an innovative crossover of established stories and characters, Move Heroes is an action-based game featuring some of
the PS3's best-loved characters.
 
Tiger Woods PGA Tour 12 - The Masters (PS3)
It's taken EA a long time to convince the worthy gentlemen of Augusta to allow them to map the Masters course, but it's finally
been done, and it was worth the wait.

Sport Headlines
Most Read

Fergie 2 Kop 0: United boss snaps up Phil Jones... and now for Ashley Young
Aston Villa close in on Wigan boss Roberto Martinez to mind Randy Lerner's money
Sunderland launch £12m swoop for United trio Brown, Gibson and O'Shea
Arsenal's last-gasp bid to gazump rivals Spurs to Brad Friedel foiled
Oi Andy, what shampoo should I use? Rooney breaks ranks to holiday with Carroll
Redknapp wants three world class players to get in Spurs back in Champions League
Another Arsenal ace exits England Under 21 squad as injured Gibbs follows Wilshere out
Jol will clear the air with Fulham skipper Murphy after snub at Spurs
Liverpool stuck with Alberto Aquilani after Juventus pull out of deal for Italian
Robson steps down as Thailand boss but resignation is not health related
Newcastle slap £6m price tag on Nolan after snubbing West Ham bid
QPR lead West Brom and Norwich in race to sign Swansea defender Williams
Helguson agrees new one-year deal with newly-promoted QPR
Everton chase Doncaster keeper Gary Woods as back-up to Tim Howard
Birmingham start rebuilding for Championship with Chris Burke signing from Cardiff
ROWING: Great Britain's rowing team pull out of World Cup event over E.coli fears
TENNIS: Murray hopes twists are over after coming through Malisse workout at Queens
TENNIS: British public are wild about Watson with Wimbledon place secure
BOXING: Klitschko: I dislike Haye the man but as a boxer he makes me nervous
CRICKET: Mohammed Aamer faces new penalty for flouting spot-fix ban
F1: Bahrain Grand Prix is a no go without teams' support, admits F1 supremo Ecclestone
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Fergie 2 Kop 0: United boss snaps up Phil Jones... and now for Ashley Young
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Arsenal's last-gasp bid to gazump rivals Spurs to Brad Friedel foiled
Liverpool stuck with Alberto Aquilani after Juventus pull out of deal for Italian
Leo's London: Walcott and Arsenal fans are crazy if they think Wenger will break the bank
Oi Andy, what shampoo should I use? Rooney breaks ranks to holiday with Liverpool star Carroll
Premier League at a loss despite record £2.2bn revenue
Aston Villa close in on Wigan boss Roberto Martinez to mind Randy Lerner's money
Newcastle slap £6m price tag on Nolan after snubbing West Ham bid
Klitschko: I dislike Haye the man but as a boxer he makes me nervous
England expects: What does the nation's next raft of internationals have to offer
Sunderland launch £12m swoop for United trio Brown, Gibson and O'Shea
Bolton eye Celtic midfielder Kayal as Lennon ponders fresh move for McFadden
Liverpool agree £16m Henderson deal as Dalglish lines up more in revolution
Arsenal target Hazard fails to impress Wenger after Belgium walkout
United kick off summer spree by beating Liverpool to £16m Rovers defender Jones
Jol will clear the air with Fulham skipper Murphy after snub at Spurs
EXCLUSIVE: Chelsea to meet with Anderlecht as Lukaku deal nears completion
PREMIER LEAGUE NEW KIT SPECIAL: Strips your team will wear in 2011-12
Another young Gun! Arsenal complete signing of Charlton teenager Jenkinson
Redknapp wants three world class players to get in Spurs back in Champions League
MOST READ IN DETAIL

       

GADGET REVIEWS

Magicbox Parabola
For years the radio has been the unloved child of the digital revolution – but once you've got one it is hard to see why.
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Memorex Dual Alarm Clock Radio
After failing to find a replacement that caters for all my needs, and trialling many 'new' alarm clocks over the years, I’ve finally
found one.
 
Suunto M4 sports watch
Once you get over the feeling that you must be ill or at risk in some way to be monitoring your heart rate, the data supplied by
this device offers some real surprises.
 
Google Nexus S smartphone
The Samsung Google Nexus S proved a rollercoaster of emotions for the first couple of weeks.
 
Review: Wireless TDK headphones
Straight out of the box and the TDK WR700 headset looks compact enough to wear on the Tube, with the cushioned earpieces
offering a snug fit that.
 
Vogel iPad WallMount
Oh no, not another iPad accessory that I'll struggle to find a use for... Admittedly, that was my first thought when Vogel's iPad
wall mount landed on my desk.
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Hidden green tax in fuel bills: How £200 stealth charge is slipped on to your gas and electricity bill
Ministers fall for climate folly, warns ex-Civil Service chief
Kate Middleton and Tony Blair were targets in mobile phone hacking scandal
Would you brave the top-to-toe body wax? It's not just the price that will make your eyes water
Millions face hosepipe bans unless the rain keeps pouring down
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Royal Bank of Scotland boss admits taxpayers' money could have 'leaked' into bankers' bonuses
Labour MP suggests most immigrants are fruit pickers and sparks race row
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Half of UK population had swine flu during pandemic... and many didn't even REALISE it
Peers in line for 40 per cent rise in expenses
Nearly 200 patients left to die as the Government's £22million cancer fund goes unspent
Sorry, you have to be addicted to drugs! Scouts told they're too well behaved to get council funds to repair their 100-
year-old hut
Donny Dog, the saucy football mascot sacked over raunchy photo shoot that 'disgraced club'
MPs demand U-turn on women’s pensions who say raising qualifying age is 'deeply unfair'
Blair ditches Gaddafi as he backs battle to oust tyrant
Now police in Cambridge hunt man over sex attacks on students
Archbishop blasts Coalition reforms: Williams claims Ministers inflicting fear on poor
Labour MP suggests most immigrants are fruit pickers and sparks race row
Blair says Europe needs an elected President (so is this your job application Tony?)
More than half of GPs retiring in next two years 'are leaving due to proposed NHS reforms'
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Actor who played Ewok in Star Wars and Harry Potter goblin 'touched himself for 30 minutes in front of teenage girl on
train'
‘This is why you shouldn’t steal copper cable!’ Thief’s warning as he suffers horrific burns after being hit by 22,000 volts
Boy, 15, battered mother to death with baseball bat after she announced she was engaged just eight months after the
death of his father
Left to rot in a Taliban hell hole, a British Army major was put in Afghan jail on false charges. What did our diplomats
do? Nothing
'Most immigrants are fruit pickers': Labour MP sparks race row with 'ignorant' claim
Ouch, ouch, ouch: Vegas performer has 3,200 piercings in SINGLE sitting in world record bid
Sorry, you have to be addicted to drugs! Scouts told they're too well behaved to get council funds to repair their 100-
year-old hut
Passport crackdown means migrants will face tougher battle to settle in the UK
From emerald waters to an ocean of ash: How lake was ruined by fallout after monster volcano in Chile exploded into
life
Ministers fall for climate folly, warns ex-Civil Service chief
Is it a bird, is it a plane... No, it's Only Fools and Horses' star Sir David Jason on a Deli-copter
FBI arrests estranged husband after wife 'poses as 17-year-old girl on Facebook to trap him'
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